
Higgledy-Piggledy 
By Wendy Wright 

Weed Eater 
Chapter Six  

 Zzzzzzz.... Whooooo...... Zzzzzzz... Whooooo..... After the evening’s big 
meal and after the long dinner dance, the Fieldjoys are snuggled in bed, 
sleeping soundly. The soft, rolling waves gently rock the ship; each creak and 
groan soothing their busy minds, working like a lullaby on the sleepy 
passengers. Dilbert tries to be absolutely quiet as he slinks toward the cabin’s 
door. Step. Pause. Listen. Step. Pause. Listen. Ste—the ship tips to the right; 
so does Dilbert. He digs his claws into the wooden floorboards; he swings his 
arms in the air, trying to keep his balance. Finally, the ship steadies itself. 
Dilbert tries again. Step. Pause. Listen. Ugh, the cabin’s door seems so far 
away.
  Oh what the heck—step, step, step, step, step. He’s at the door. Now—
Slowly...very slowly, he turns the dead bolt—he opens the door.
 “What, who’s...” Mr. Fieldjoy mutters and turns on his side.
 Dilbert freezes. He waits. 
 Soon, Zzzzzzz... Whooooo... Zzzzzzz... Whooooo... Mr. Fieldjoy drifts 
back to sleep. Dilbert inches out the door. Click. The door is shut. The detective 
peers down the dark hallway; a dimly lit lantern hangs from the ceiling at the 
end of the hallway, swinging in time with the ship’s gentle sway. 
 Tip toe. Tip toe. Tip—FREEZE! A shadowy figure—in the hallway, 
blocking his path. Dilbert dips into a cabin’s doorway and pulls his limbs 
inward, trying to escape any light. He flattens himself against the cabin’s door. 
Bathed in shadows, he waits and listens. Hmmm...Interesting—all he hears is 
the swish of bristles against wood. Being the brave spy that he is, he prepares 
to sneak a peek. However, as Dilbert would tell you, he is not a newbie at this
—he’s read the student manual, Detecting 101; he knows the book’s warning: “to 
be rash is to become trash.” So, before he looks around the corner, he takes a  
precaution and first orders his whiskers to scope out the area. His whiskers 
bend around the doorframe; they probe left and right and then begin to rotate. 
It takes only seconds before a readout prints across his inner eye: 
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D-U-S-T...F-L-O-O-R—C-L-E-A-N-E-R...W-O-O-D—P-O-L-I-S-H.... 
 Nothing unexpected... So, Dilbert then leans forward and thrusts his 
massive, bulbous eyeball around the doorframe—it’s just a crew worker 
sweeping the floors. The lantern hanging above emits a faint golden glow and 
allows Dilbert to see the iPod that’s connected to his ear. His eyeball zooms in 
closer on the subject of study—the crew worker’s facial expression reveals 
oblivion—he has no idea Dilbert’s there. Still Dilbert must wait. 
 Unfortunately, an itchy, tickly sensation is pestering the detective’s nose
—not a good thing when you need to remain still and quiet, especially when 
you’re a hound dog known for horrendous, doghouse shaking sneezes. Now, 
you may recall that Dilbert describes his nose as “bionic” ; however, being the 
studious, scrupulous, and serious narrator that I am—I will avoid all possibility 
of plagiarism and paraphrase this statement by replacing the word bionic with 
sensitive. 

***************************************************** 

  “Sensitive!”
 Hello, Dilbert.
 “Sensitive—as in a delicate, fragile, touchy feely, artsy fartsy sort of 
character?”
 It’s nothing to cry and whimper about, Dilbert.
 “If by “sensitive” you mean highly reactive, adeptly aware, sensory 
susceptible, and professionally responsive to data input— then I will not 
argue with your use of the word.” 
 I do hate to argue—someone sensitive nearly always cries.
 “Speaking of being adeptly aware—or NOT as is your case— I did 
more than just read the detecting manual, I wrote it—in professional 
paw-print code nonetheless.”
 I see. Did your students enjoy reading your manual?
 “I am currently teaching them how to read.” 
 Knowing how to read is important. 
 “Indeed.”
 Do you enjoy reading your manual?
 “I am currently teaching myself how to read coded paw print.”
 Wait—I’m confused.
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 “Indeed.”
 You’re teaching yourself how to read your own writing?
 “A good teacher must also be a willing student.”
 In that case, may I teach you how to disappear?
 “Are you a magician now?”
 No, but if I douse you with this vanishing potion like this—
 “Hey, you got me all wet—watch it!”
 I can’t; I can’t even see you anymore.
 “It worked? Amazing-the concoction looks like water.”
 Pretty good huh? And thing is— if I can’t see you, then I also 
cannot hear you.
 “How, might I ask, does that work?”
 About as well as your writing a manual in paw-print code. Best that 
you sit there and let the liquid dry. Hopefully, you’ll become visible again.
 “Ridiculous!
 What? Dilbert—Dilbert—where are you? I can’t find you—oh, 
where could you be? 
 “Uh, excuse me. I’d rather you did not put your sweaty palms all 
over my face like that.”
 Just trying to locate you now that you’re invisible. Tell you what, 
you just sit there for a while, and I’ll let you know when the invisibility 
potion wears off. 
 “Then I can tell the story?”
 Then you can tell the story. But until then, it’s best you save your 
voice since I can’t hear you anymore.
 “Indeed. You may return to the discussion of my bionic nose now.”
 Although we can no longer hear him, I’m certain, students, that 
Dilbert wishes for us to remain sensitive as we describe his nose—if only 
I knew for sure what he wants. 
 “I want you to call it bionic.”
 Hmmm... Do you believe in ghosts, students? I cannot hear or see 
anyone, but I feel like I’m being watched. The spirits are disturbed with 
the interruptions; they wish for us to tell this story.
 “It’s not the ghosts who are disturbed, maladjusted, or a bit nutso.”
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 Yes, students, I crazily want to get back to the story. Let’s see, we left 
Dilbert in the hallway, waiting for the coast to clear. And as he waits, his “bionic” 
nose begins to tingle.

 “Hey, I know what those quotation marks mean—they mean you 
don’t believe my nose is really bionic.”
 Again, I don’t hear or see anyone, and yet students, I feel a 
haunting presence. The spirit is urging me to go on with the story.
 “Or, maybe just go.”

 Focus students—focus. See the crew worker sweeping the ship’s hall. 
Dilbert’s nose is tingling from the scent of cleaning solutions. Now his nose is 
dripping, dripping, dripping. 

 “Oooooohhh....The spirit is angry. Hear the chain rattle.”
 Scrunching an empty 20lb. dog chew bag is far from a ghostly 
chain rattle. Ignore the spirits, children. Focus on the narrator.

  “Oooooohhh.... A dripping nose is unimportant. Edit the 
unimportant details, or the ghosts will edit you. Oooooohhh....”

 Huh, I’m getting a headache with all this evil spirit stuff in the room. 
Therefore, I’ll just tell you—if you’re afraid that Dilbert is about to sneeze and, 
therefore, get caught—don’t worry; he doesn’t. He uses his long hound dog 
tongue to cover his nose, and viola! The urge to sneeze is gone. I do not 
believe he learned that trick in the detecting manual—pretty gross if you ask 
me.

 “What matters is that it works; it’s called being pragmatic.”
 Did I hear someone say “problematic?” If so, I agree.
 “I’ll explain who the problem is.” 

 Nonetheless, in the story Dilbert’s waiting pays off because seconds later 
the worker swishes his broom around the corner and out of sight. Once again, 
Dilbert is on the prowl.. Tip toe... Tip toe. Up the creaky stairs on the right. The 
dim light grows dimmer. Last step. The hallway is so dark now that he must feel 
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his way down the hall. (Too bad Dilbert forgot to bring his infrared night goggles 
that he bragged about earlier. Night vision would be handy right about now.)

 “Oooooohhh....Night goggles cannot get wet... we’re at 
sea...Oooooohhh....” 

 FOCUS, STUDENTS; do not let unimportant details haunt you—see 
Dilbert in the darkness, desperately trying to find the criminal’s room. While 
he’s been feeling his way down the hallway, he’s also been counting the doors. 
 This should be the one, he thinks, holding on to the doorframe, trying to steady 
himself in the rocking ship. Dilbert strains to read the cabin number—yep 205
—just as he expected. I must admit, Dilbert is really good at finding the right 
door. He once told me that finding the right door is one of the first things he 
was trained to do as a detective—of course, I once had a cat that was really 
good at finding the right door.

 “Oooooohhh....The spirits are unhappy... Oooooohhh....”
 
 As I was explaining, Dilbert finds the door and gives himself a mental 
good-job pat on the back, and I do mean mental.
 It takes years of experience to know how to locate doors in the dark, 
Dilbert thinks as he retrieves the hairpin he tucked away earlier—the one he 
found while the plastic purse lady was walloping him on deck. He removes the 
device from his secret shelf located between the saggy skin rolls below his 
chin. The hairpin, a remarkable all purpose device—used to unlock doors, 
loosen rope knots, and 

 “Oooooohhh.... poke horses that won’t leave you alone... 
Oooooohhh....” 
 Uhuh, I wonder what one does when dogs won’t leave you alone. 
 “Oooooohhh....the spirits don’t hear you... Oooooohhh....”

 
 Anyway, there’s not one sound in the ship’s hallway—similar to the 
quietness in this room, not a peep from anyone, not one student, not one 
mouse, not one ghost. And believe me, the quietness helps Dilbert focus as he 
works to open the cabin door. Clenching the hairpin between his teeth, he 
skillfully maneuvers the device in the keyhole until—pop—the door opens. 
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Dilbert slips inside and closes the door. Before taking another step, he scans 
the room. No one’s there—not one sign of anyone. The bedcovers are 
rumpled, but no one’s in it. 
 Where are those no good rubberstampees? What if they snuck into the Fieldjoys’ cabin while I 
snuck into theirs? This is not good—not good at all. 
 Dilbert begins searching their cabin; if he’s lucky, he’ll find their weapon 
before they try and use it. The detective starts with the dresser. Nothing 
unusual on top, just a few books. He opens a drawer. It rattles and squeaks. 
That does it—a white lint ball of a dog jumps out from under the tousled bed 
sheet. The hair on one side of his face is flattened; his eyes look sleepy—even 
yet—he’s a ball of energy.
 “Yap! Yap!” Atlas exclaims when he realizes who he’s looking at. His tail 
is whipping side to side; his eyes are widening; he’s nearly smiling.
 “Yap! Yap!” Atlas repeats.
 “Oh, pardon me,” Dilbert says in hound language. He steps backwards, 
toward the door. “I didn’t mean to wake you,” Dilbert says, holding up his paws 
apologetically while stepping backwards yet again. 
 Atlas’ whole body is practically wagging now; he looks like he’ll leap over 
to Dilbert any second.
 
 “You can go back to sleep now,” Dilbert tries to sound polite as he inches 
toward the exit.
 “Yap!” the dog happily responds.
 “Afraid I’ll have to take a rain check on that—got my paws full right now,” 
Dilbert sounds a bit jumpy himself. “So, I’ll just be on my way,” Dilbert starts to 
turn, but Atlas moves faster.
 Fuzz face Atlas springs from the bed as if he’s part squirrel. Luckily, 
Dilbert sees him coming. So, when Atlas makes his landing, Dilbert is already 
on the dresser. But Atlas is like a superball; when he hits the floor, he bounces 
toward Dilbert. Before Atlas reaches the dresser, Dilbert leaps into the air, 
tucking his four legs and head close to his body. The dogs fly past each other. 
Dilbert hits the bed like a cannonball and ricochets toward the ceiling’s light 
fixture. As the detective flies, he opens his jaws wide to grab hold of the 
hanging light—he plans to grab hold and swing himself toward the cabin’s door. 
Flying through the air, Dilbert realizes this isn’t such a good idea. CRASH!
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 “Yap: yap; yap; yap!” Atlas has him pinned against the door; he’s jumping 
all over him, and he won’t stop bragging—I win; I win; I got you, so I win! The fluffball is 
having so much fun he’s forgotten about anything and everything else. 
 “Let’s do it again!” Atlas yaps.
 Each yap he makes squeezes Dilbert’s brain cells together. He’s got to 
get out of this cabin.
 “Look!” Dilbert woofs, pointing at the wall behind Atlas. 
 The tiny dog stops his yapping. His ears perk upward; he tilts his head 
and looks questioningly at Dilbert—it’s his way of saying, What? That’s the oldest dog 
trick known. Everyone knows as soon as I look the other way, you’re going to make a run for it.

 But Atlas, not wanting to hurt Dilbert’s feelings, goes ahead and plays the 
game—he looks the other way. And as soon as he does, Dilbert makes a mad 
dash out the door, slamming it shut behind him. Poor Atlas, he knew it was a 
trick, but he didn’t know Dilbert would really leave like that. And just when they 
were having so much fun.
 “Yap; yap; yap,” Atlas barks through the keyhole, which is poodle 
language for, Wait! I just remembered what I need to tell you. It’s about that case!

 But Dilbert doesn’t listen. He’s got to track down those rubberstamp 
people before they shoot Mrs. Fieldjoy and steal her blue-moon suitcase. It’s 
the biggest challenge he has ever faced, but Dilbert’s a big dog, and “Big dogs 
have big minds, and big minds solve big problems”—to quote Dilbert.
 As Dilbert slinks down the hallway, he takes a deep breath, preparing to 
face the danger that lies ahead. And, strange enough, just as he exhales, his 
whiskers start twirling. They swish to the right. They stop. They swish to the 
left. And stop. They bend inward. They fling outward. They pull his snout 
toward the hallway door that is immediately to his right. A strange, numbing 
sensation floods him.
 Something’s in there. Something not good, Dilbert deduces.
The detective begins to take a big sniff, but suddenly a high-pitched whistle 
jolts him. His tail twirls. His rolls of skin vibrate. The high-pitched whistle sound 
stops. But the strangeness isn’t over yet; independent of Dilbert’s control, his 
tail lifts upward, higher, higher, and higher—until it's bent straight over his body 
and pointing right at the door. This all feels familiar, but the commotion is so 
disturbing he can’t quite remember why. A skilled, adept detective does not let 
something odd like this go. He must inspect. He uses his hairpin and slides into 
the dark room.
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 “Rattlerattlerattle..... Zzzzzzzz....Rattlerattlerattle....”
 Oh good, students. Our “ghost” is asleep. I’ve been wondering why things are working so 
well. Shhh, let’s hope for quiet, peaceful dreams.

 
 Speaking of Rattlerattlerattle..... Zzzzzzzz....Rattlerattlerattle.... whoever 
is in this cabin is asleep too. Standing in the doorway, Dilbert eyeballs the 
room. All at once a gust of salty air rushes pass the entrance and into the 
room. 
 “Uuuhh, Too cold; more blanket...” A man mutters as he tosses in bed 
and pulls up the blanket. 
 Dilbert is forced to step inside and shut the door. The moon’s silvery glow 
is gleaming through the cabin’s porthole, outlining the dark features of the 
room. Without breathing, Dilbert scans the room. Nothing unusual. And 
then...the vibrating skin rolls, the rotating whiskers, the tail twirling—it all starts 
back up. Suddenly, his whiskers plunge inward and then forcefully leap 
outward; they pull him forward, toward the bed. He tries to be quiet; he can 
hardly control his steps. When he reaches the bedside, his tail lifts upward and 
over his body; it points directly at—Dilbert struggles to see who... at the 
galliwasp—it’s that FBI agent. 
 “Ooaa... “Agent Galliwasp moans.
 Poor guy, Dilbert thinks. He seems uncomfortable, such a hard job FBI agents have. He’s 
probably chasing criminals in his sleep. 
 “Ooaaa...” Agent Galliwasp moans again, but this time he rolls over in his 
sleep.
 Dilbert sees the problem, the source of the agent’s discomfort. He’s 
clutching that big, white case of his. He’s clutching it like it’s a teddy bear.
 What dedication, Dilbert shakes his head while admiring the agent. Must be 
something really important in that case, and he won’t let it out of his sight, even in his sleep.
 “Oaaa...”the agent mutters.
 I know what—I’ll watch the case for him. I’ll help the agent get a good night’s sleep.
 How on earth can I get it without waking him up? Think...Think... he looks around the 
room. Hey, that’ll work. 
  The detective spies a frilly hand towel on the chair and suddenly 
remembers a trick Thester once played on him. Snatching the towel, he wraps 
it around his head like a scarf. Maybe...
  He stands inches from the galliwasp’s face.
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 “There, there,” Dilbert whispers in a syrupy-sweet voice. “Mommy will 
help,” he says as he gently pulls the cover up a bit more over the agent. 
 “Mmmm... Thank you, Mummy,” the agent mumbles, not opening his 
eyes—I should explain what Dilbert once told me. Humans often can 
understand dog language in their sleep. Must be why when Dilbert woofs 
during the middle of the night, the Fieldjoys jump out of bed and ask him a 
bunch of questions—like “What’s wrong?” and “Is someone out there, boy?” 
Stuff like that. Why would they ask if they didn’t expect a comprehendible 
answer. (So,why—you ask— do I, the narrator, understand Dilbert’s hounding 
language? Well, you see, I too am quite skilled. I’m able to stay halfway asleep 
even during the day—while I teach, write, clean. And like I said, asleep = 
improved comprehension. Cool trick, huh?)
 Back to Dilbert and the sleeping agent—Dilbert’s heart is racing; he 
knows this is risky. 
 “Now, you can suck your thumb to feel cozy,” he says as he loosens the 
agent’s grip on the case, and offers him his own thumb.
 Remarkably, the agent happily accepts the offer, smacking his lips.
 “Good Boy. Now sleep tight,” Dilbert says, grasping the case in his 
hands.
 Boy, does Dilbert feel great—he’s helping a fellow secret agent; he’s 
doing it all so slyly, so expertly, so uh oh—CLATTER...CLUNK. Dilbert’s paw 
gets wrapped around a chair leg. The chair tumbles and so does Dilbert—
OUCH!
 BLING!! The agent’s eyes pop open. “What!!?!” He flips on the light. “It’s 
that mangy, flabby hound! Give that back!” the agent snarls. 
  Dilbert is sprawled on the floor, his back legs in a tangle, but his front 
paws still clutching the white case. 
 “I SAID, hand it over, mutt!”
 Dilbert lies there frozen with shock. Why is this nice agent being so 
mean? 
 Oh, he must think I’m stealing the case, Dilbert calculates. “Woof! Woof!” the detective 
tries to explain he’s just helping.
 But it’s no use; the agent is awake and doesn’t understand the meaning 
of Dilbert’s woof.
 “What’s wrong?!” the other agent—Agent Steely to Dilbert— rushes into 
the room from his cabin across the hall. 
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 Agent Steely doesn’t wait for an answer to his question. As soon as he 
sees the white case in Dilbert’s paws, his face turns into a weed eater with 
sharpened blades all pointed in Dilbert’s direction. He growls, “ I’ll make my 
supper out of you! You nasty hot dog!” 
 That does it; Dilbert hasn’t much choice—he makes a fast exit. SWISH! 
He’s outta there. Problem is, he forgets to drop the agents’ case, and FBI 
agents love a good chase.
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